This work shows how to associate the Lie algebra h n , of upper triangular matrices, with a specific combinatorial structure of dimension 2, for n ∈ N. The properties of this structure are analyzed and characterized. Additionally, the results obtained here are applied to obtain faithful representations of solvable Lie algebras.
Introduction
Finding relations between different fields of mathematics is always an important goal in mathematical research. Both Lie theory and graph theory are running at a high level due to their various applications in engineering, physics and applied mathematics, in addition to their theoretical relevance. Our main goal is to apply graph theory in the study of solvable Lie algebras in a similar way to what was done in [1, 2] , where a mapping from Lie algebras to combinatorial structures was defined. Note that every complex finite-dimensional solvable Lie algebra is isomorphic to a Lie subalgebra in some h n (see [3, Theorem 3.7.3] ).
To obtain the classification of combinatorial structures associated with these algebras, we propose the application of both the maximal abelian dimension and the maximal abelian subalgebras as the main tool. In our opinion, the results obtained in the work provide a useful step towards achieving the classification of solvable Lie algebras by means of classifying their associated combinatorial structures.
Preliminaries on Lie algebras
For an overall review about Lie algebras, the reader can consult [3] . From here on, we only consider finite-dimensional Lie algebras over C. Definition 1. Given a Lie algebra g, its commutator central series is defined as
Additionally, g is called solvable if there exists m ∈ N such that C m (g) ≡ {0}.
Definition 2. The center of a Lie algebra g is the ideal
Definition 3. The maximal abelian dimension of a Lie algebra g, denoted by M(g), is the maximum among the dimensions of its abelian Lie subalgebras.
Definition 4.
Given n ∈ N, the Lie algebra h n is the matrix algebra consisting of all n × n upper triangular matrices.
This algebra is solvable and of dimension
. Its vectors are expressed as
From here on, we will use the basis B n = {X i,j = h n (x r,s )} 1≤i≤j≤n of h n , where
The law with respect to the basis B n is
Now, it is easy to prove that
Moreover, the following condition is also verified.
Lemma 5.
Given n ∈ N, the number of nonzero brackets in (2) is
Proof. First, we determine the number of nonzero brackets of type 1.
Hence, we must add n − j nonzero brackets to the total. The same amount must be added for each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ j − 1. Hence, the number of nonzero brackets is ∑ n−1 j=2 (j − 1)(n − j). The proof is concluded on observing that the number of nonzero brackets of each type-type 2 and type 3-is [4] , the maximal abelian dimension of h n was computed by giving a representative of maximal abelian subalgebras of h n , obtained starting from a modification of an algorithmic procedure given in [5] . So the following result was obtained.
Theorem 6. The maximal abelian dimension of h n is
 + 1 for n ≥ 4 and n for n ≤ 3, where ⌊·⌋ denotes the integer part function. Moreover, a maximal abelian subalgebra of h n is generated by {X i,i } n i=1 for n ≤ 3, whereas a maximal abelian subalgebra for n ≥ 4 is given by the basis consisting of ∑ n i=1 X i,i and
Associating combinatorial structures with Lie algebras
Given an n-dimensional Lie algebra g with basis B = {e i } Note that the combinatorial structure associated with the Lie algebra g depends on the chosen basis B. More concretely, this structure depends on the coefficients c k i,j which define the law for such a basis. However, in general, a change of basis in g (i.e. considering another representative of its isomorphism class) may modify these coefficients leading to the association of a new combinatorial structure with the Lie algebra g. The relation between such two combinatorial structures is determined by the 3-cycle condition: if the combinatorial structure associated with the Lie algebra g does not contain any 3-cycle, then neither does any combinatorial structure associated with g after applying a change of basis. An example of this issue can be seen in [6] , where all digraphs (i.e. combinatorial structures without full triangles) of three vertices associated with Lie algebras are determined and classified according to the isomorphism classes of their respective associated Lie algebras.
In general, isolated vertices in the combinatorial structure are associated with vectors in B ∩ Z (g), although the converse is not true. In fact, we will see in the next section that the generator of Z (h n ) is a non-isolated vertex.
Definition 7. The degree of a vertex i in the combinatorial structure associated with g is the number of edges (including ghost edges) incident with i.
Definition 8.
A vertex v is said to be a sink vertex (respectively a source vertex) if all the directed incident edges with v are oriented towards v (respectively, from v).
Lie algebras h n and combinatorial structures
In this section, we compute the representation of Lie algebras h n by using combinatorial structures for an arbitrary n ∈ N.
First, we define an order for associating each vertex with a vector from the basis B n of h n . More concretely, the order is the one of the elements of each row of matrix h n (x r,s ) in (1).
Next, we draw the combinatorial structure associated with the law of h n given in (2). In Fig. 1 , we show the triangular configurations for 2 ≤ n ≤ 4. Note that the structure associated with the Lie algebra h 1 is an isolated vertex, since h 1 is one dimensional and abelian. Before giving some general results concerning these combinatorial structures, we introduce some notation in order to shorten subsequent expressions: for n ∈ N, α = n(n+1) 2 and β =  n 3

. Assume that
Theorem 9. For n ∈ N, the Lie algebra h n is associated with a combinatorial structure which verifies:
1. The number of vertices is α.
2. The number of full triangles is β.
3. The number of ghost edges is 2β.
4. The number of source vertices is n and the degree of each is n − 1.
Proof.
It is trivial to prove that the number of vertices is equal to dim(h n ) = α.
According to the proof of Lemma 5, the number of nonzero brackets of type 1 is
Note that for n = 1 and 2, the summatory is zero because the index set in the summatory is empty. Additionally, this summatory equals
for n ∈ N, as is found by expanding it and taking into account that
. Since each nonzero bracket of type 1 determines a different full triangle in the structure, the latter contains β full triangles. This last assertion is also based on the fact that nonzero brackets of type 2 and type 3 correspond to directed edges and not to full triangles.
Once we have done this, we can observe that each full triangle in the structure is formed by two ghost edges, because nonzero brackets of type 1 are always equal to one of the two vectors in the bracket. Hence, the total number of ghost edges is 2β.
Finally, we prove that the degree of a source vertex v is n − 1. By virtue of (2), the source vertices in the structures are those vertices associated with a basis vector X i,i coming from the main diagonal of (1). Hence, the number of these vertices is n. Besides, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, X i,i appears only in n − i nonzero brackets of type 2 and i − 1 of type 3. Consequently, the degree of X i,i is n − 1.
Theorem 10. Given n ∈ N with n ≥ 2, each sink vertex in the combinatorial structure associated with h n is adjacent to only two source vertices.
Proof. In Theorem 9, we proved that source vertices correspond to vectors X i,i ∈ B n . Likewise, we can check that any vector X p,q ∈ B n with p ̸ = q is only contained in a nonzero bracket of type 2 and another of type 3, namely [X p,p , X p,q ] = X p,q and [X p,q , X q,q ] = X p,q . Therefore, X p,q corresponds to a sink vertex and is adjacent to only two source vertices (those associated with X p,p and X q,q ).
Corollary 11. Given n ∈ N, the center Z (h n ) of the Lie algebra h n is generated by the sum of the vectors associated with source vertices in its associated combinatorial structure.
Application to representation theory
This section shows that combinatorial structures can be used to determine minimal matrix representations of solvable Lie algebras. Given a solvable Lie algebra L, there exists n ∈ N such that L is isomorphic to a subalgebra of h n [3, Proposition 3.7.3]. Hence, it is interesting to compute the minimal n such that L can be represented as a subalgebra in h n , but not in h n−1 .
Regarding this, Burde [7] studied the minimal dimension µ(L) for representations of L by faithful L-modules. Therefore, µ(L) is less than or equal to the minimal dimensionμ(L) obtained when considering only Lie algebras h n . Although algorithmic methods using symbolic computation packages can be applied to carry out this computation, we propound a new method based on using combinatorial structures associated with the algebras h n . This method is next explained step by step for a solvable Lie algebra L:
1. Compute the list of maximal abelian subalgebras of both Lie algebras h n and L. 2. Consider an arbitrary basis of each algebra containing a basis of a maximal abelian subalgebra. For each pair of bases satisfying this condition, carry out the following steps: (a) Draw the combinatorial structures associated with L and h n according to their respective laws. (b) Study the properties of these configurations: number and type of vertices, degree of each vertex, number and type of edges and number of full triangles. (c) By using the analogous results corresponding to Theorems 9 and 10 and Corollary 11 for the combinatorial structure of h n , determine whether the triangular configuration of L is compatible with that of h n (i.e. whether the configuration of L is contained in that of h n ).
The goal of this method is to find the minimal n ∈ N such that there exist compatible combinatorial structures for L and h n . More concretely, for fixed n ∈ N and a basis of h n , we check whether the combinatorial structure of L is compatible with that of h n . If we cannot find such a compatible structure of L, then we must consider another maximal subalgebra of h n , if possible, and repeat the whole procedure. The first value of n for which we find compatible structures is the minimal dimension of faithful matrix representations of L.
Let us note that our method avoids to use all the possible bases for both h n and L and only considers arbitrary bases including a basis of their corresponding maximal abelian subalgebras. In this way, we have reduced the problem of comparing combinatorial structures for each pair of bases for h n and L to the problem of comparing an arbitrary basis of each algebra containing a basis of a maximal abelian subalgebra and this problem can be dealt computationally with a few pairs of bases.
The procedure working well is due to the fact that L is representable in h n if and only if L is a subalgebra of h n . Hence, abelian subalgebras of L have to be contained in abelian subalgebras of h n . Finally, we want to comment that the computation of the list of maximal abelian subalgebra of a given algebra is not a problem. In fact, Ceballos et al. [8] gave and implemented an algorithmic method for computing that list starting from the law of a given Lie algebra.
With this procedure, the combinatorial structure associated with L will be contained in the combinatorial structure associated with h n . Consequently, we are also computing a representative for its minimal faithful matrix representation.
As an example of an application, we compute the minimal representation of the r-dimensional solvable Lie algebra L r with r ≥ 3 and the following law: [e k , e r ] = e k for k < r. Note that the bases of the algebras h n and L r both contain a basis of a maximal abelian subalgebra-the first by virtue of Theorem 6 and the second because ⟨{e k } r−1 i=1 ⟩ is the unique maximal abelian subalgebra (of dimension r − 1) in L r . In this way, the basis indicated here for L r is the only one that we need for our method.
The combinatorial structure associated with L r is shown in Fig. 2 . It is trivial to prove that this structure has r vertices and no full triangles. The vertex r is a source vertex of degree r − 1.
By comparing the combinatorial structures of h r and L r , we can check that the source vertices, in both structures, are of degree r − 1 and that the number of vertices allows us to assure that both structures are compatible with each other. Hence, it would be possible to look for a faithful representation of L r in this algebra. In fact, a faithful matrix representation of L r is given by the subalgebra of h r generated by the following basis:
This representation is minimal for r = 3 or 4 because the maximal abelian dimension of h r−1 is less than that of L r . However, this representation is not minimal for r ≥ 5. In fact, given n ∈ N with n ≥ 3, the algebra h n contains a faithful matrix representation of the Lie algebra L r for 3 ≤ r ≤ M(h n ). More concretely, the representation of L r is given by the basis consisting of vector
and r of the following vectors (in the basis of the maximal abelian subalgebra of h n determined in Theorem 6):
In fact, for these values of r, we have obtained the minimal faithful matrix representation of L r . This is because if L r is isomorphic to a subalgebra of h n−1 , then its maximal abelian dimension should satisfy r − 1 = M(L r ) ≤ M(h n−1 ). As M(h n−1 ) < r, we obtain r = M(h n−1 ) + 1 and, hence, L r is not isomorphic to a subalgebra of h n−1 for M(h n−1 ) + 1 < r ≤ M(h n ). At this point, we need to prove that L M(h n−1 )+1 is not isomorphic to a subalgebra of h n−1 . We will prove this by contradiction. Let us suppose that L M(h n−1 )+1 is isomorphic to such a subalgebra. Hence, its derived algebra should satisfy C 2 (L M(h n−1 )+1 ) ⊂ C 2 (h n−1 ). Since C 2 (L M(h n−1 )+1 ) is the maximal abelian subalgebra of L M(h n−1 )+1 , the derived algebra C 2 (h n−1 ) should contain an abelian subalgebra of dimension M(h n−1 ). However, this is not possible because C 2 (h n−1 ) is isomorphic to the Lie algebra g n−1 of (n − 1) × (n − 1) strictly upper triangular matrices and its maximal abelian dimension is M(h n−1 ) − 1 by virtue of Theorem 4.1 in [5] . Consequently, we can affirm thatμ(L r ) = n for M(h n−1 ) < r ≤ M(h n ).
Finally, the basis used to compute the minimal faithful matrix representation of L r was obtained from observing the following three facts for the combinatorial configuration of h n : (a) the source vertices correspond to the vectors X i,i according to Theorem 9; (b) they commute with each other; and (c) if X i,i and X j,j , with i < j, appear in the same summatory with coefficient 1, the bracket between this sum and X i,j is zero. In this way, we have considered the combinatorial structure associated with a basis containing this subalgebra and our method has been used to compute a representative of these minimal faithful matrix representations.
Conclusions
In this work we have proposed combinatorial structures as a useful tool for dealing with topics related to the representation theory of Lie algebras. This opens a novel research line which could provide some advances in the problem of classification of solvable Lie algebras in the future.
